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Abstract—“Secure Device Pairing” is the process of bootstrapping a secure channel between two previously unassociated
devices over a (usually wireless) human-imperceptible communication channel. Lack of prior security context and common
trust infrastructure open the door for Man-in-the-Middle (also
known as Evil Twin) attacks. Mitigation of these attacks requires
user involvement in the device pairing process. Prior research
yielded a number of interesting methods utilizing various auxiliary human-perceptible channels, e.g., visual, acoustic or tactile.
These methods engage the user in authenticating information
exchanged over human-imperceptible channels, thus mitigating
MiTM attacks and forming the basis for secure pairing.
We present the ﬁrst comprehensive comparative evaluation
of notable secure device pairing methods. Our results identify
methods best-suited for a given combination of devices and
human abilities. This work is both important and timely, since
it sheds light on usability in one of the very few settings where
a wide range of users (not just specialists) are confronted with
security techniques.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Medium- and short-range wireless communication – based
on technologies such as Bluetooth, WiFi, Zigbee and WUSB
– is increasingly popular and promises to remain so in the
future. At the same time, increasing proliferation of personal
wireless gadgets (including PDAs, cell-phones, headsets, cameras and media players) continuously opens up new services
and possibilities for ordinary users. There are many current
everyday usage scenarios where two devices need to “work
together”, e.g., a Bluetooth headset and a cellphone, a PDA
and a wireless printer, or a wireless access point and a laptop.
The surge in popularity of wireless devices brings about
various security risks. The wireless communication channel is
easy to eavesdrop upon and to manipulate, raising the very
real threats, notably, of so-called Man-in-the-Middle (MiTM)
or Evil Twin attacks. Therefore, it is important to secure this
channel. However, secure communication must be ﬁrst bootstrapped, i.e., devices must be securely paired or initialized.
(We use the term “pairing” to refer to the bootstrapping of
secure communication between two devices communicating
over a wireless channel).
One of the main challenges in secure device pairing is that,
due to sheer diversity of devices and lack of standards, no
global security infrastructure exists today and none is likely for
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the foreseeable future. Consequently, traditional cryptographic
means (such as authenticated key exchange protocols) are
unsuitable, since unfamiliar devices have no prior security
context and no common point of trust. Moreover, the use
of a common wireless channel is insufﬁcient to establish a
secure context, since such channels are not perceivable by the
human user. The research community has already recognized
that some form of human involvement is necessary to address
the problem of secure device pairing.1
One valuable and established research direction is the use
of auxiliary – also referred to as “out-of-band” (OOB) –
channels, which are both perceivable and manageable by the
human user(s) who own and operate the devices. An OOB
channel takes advantage of human sensory capabilities to
authenticate human-imperceptible (and hence subject to MiTM
attacks) information exchanged over the wireless channel.
OOB channels can be realized using senses such as audio,
visual and tactile. Unlike the main (usually wireless) channel,
the attacker can not remain undetected if it actively interferes
with the OOB channel.2
Since some degree of human involvement is unavoidable,
usability of pairing methods based on OOB channels is very
important. Moreover, because a typical OOB channel is lowbandwidth, there is an incentive to minimize the amount of
information to be transmitted, for reasons of both usability
and efﬁciency. Recently proposed pairing methods (reviewed
in Section II) typically require transmitting few bits (e.g., 15)
over an OOB channel to achieve reasonable security. However,
many devices (e.g., Bluetooth headsets and wireless access
points) have limited hardware facilities and/or user interfaces,
making it challenging to communicate even a few bits and, in
turn, complicating user involvement.
At the same time, many current methods require hardware or
interfaces not common across the entire spectrum of devices,
including: photo/video cameras, infrared or laser transceivers,
accelerometers, speakers, microphones, NFC transceivers,
USB ports, keypads or displays. Such features, though present
on some devices, are not universal. Whereas, certain other
1 This

has been the subject of recent standardization activities [1].
is important to note that this approach only requires the OOB channel
to be authenticated but not secret, in contrast to the standard Bluetooth
pairing based on “user-selected” secret PINs. Recall that the Bluetooth pairing
protocol is insecure against an eavesdropper [2].
2 It

methods require truly minimal interfaces – e.g., LED(s) and
button(s) – and are thus applicable to many common devices
and pairing scenarios. However, using primitive interfaces
tends to impose heavier burden on the human user.
Motivation: The current situation can be described as a
state of ﬂux. Although many methods have been proposed,
each having certain claimed advantages and shortcomings,
no comprehensive and comparative usability study has been
conducted. There are several reasons motivating such a study.
First, usability of current device pairing methods remains
very unclear. Even methods that have been usability-tested
(e.g., [3]) have not been contrasted with other methods, i.e.,
testing was stand-alone and not comparative. Second, prior
methods have been developed by security researchers who,
not surprisingly, are experts in security and not usability. What
appears as simple or user-friendly to a seasoned professional
might not be either to an average user. This is because an
average non-specialist user is often initially clueless about
manipulating new devices. A more important issue is that
an average user might have insufﬁcient comprehension of
security issues and the meaning of participation in secure
device pairing. Since this topic has matured enough, it is also
the right time for experimental assessment of usability factors.
Contributions: We overview prominent device pairing methods, implement them using a common software platform and
conduct the ﬁrst comprehensive and comparative ﬁeld study,
focusing on both usability and security. The focus of our study
is on most common pairing scenarios where a single user
controls both the devices. The study yields some interesting
results which help us identify most appropriate method(s) for
a given combination of devices. Although this paper is less
technical in nature than traditional security and applied cryptography research, we believe that the topic is very important
since it sheds light on usability in one of the few settings
where most users (not just specialists) are confronted with
security techniques. Also, since most device pairing methods
are developed by highly-skilled specialists who are clearly not
representative of the general user population, there is a certain
gap between what seems to be, and what really is, usable. We
hope that our work will help narrow this gap.
II. BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe notable relevant cryptographic
protocols and pairing methods. The term cryptographic protocol denotes the entire interaction involved, and information
exchanged, in the course of pairing. The term pairing method
refers to the pairing process as viewed by the user, i.e., the
user interactions. As discussed later on, a single cryptographic
protocol can be coupled with many pairing methods.
A. Cryptographic Protocols
Cryptographic protocols reviewed below are included
mainly for the sake of completeness. This section can be
skipped without any loss of continuity.
One simple protocol was suggested in [4]: devices A and
B exchange their respective public keys pkA , pkB over the

insecure channel and the corresponding hashes H(pkA ) and
H(pkB ) – over the OOB channel. Although non-interactive,
the protocol requires H() to be a (weakly) collision-resistant
hash function and thus needs at least 80 bits of OOB data in
each direction. MANA protocols [5] reduce the size of OOB
messages to k bits while limiting attacker’s success probability
to 2−k . However, these protocols require a stronger assumption
on the OOB channel: the adversary is assumed to be incapable
of delaying or replaying any OOB messages.
[6] presented the ﬁrst protocol based on Short Authenticated
Strings (SAS), which limits attack probability to 2−k for kbit OOB channels, even when the adversary can delay/replay
OOB messages. This protocol utilizes commitment schemes
(which can be based upon hash functions such as SHA1, MD5) and requires 4-round of communication over the
wireless channel. Subsequent work ([7] and [8]) developed
3-round SAS protocols. Recently, [9], [10] proposed a more
efﬁcient SAS protocol which is utilized in a number of pairing
methods we tested.
B. Device Pairing Methods
Based on the cryptographic protocols described above, a
number of pairing methods have been proposed. They operate
over different OOB channels and offer varying degrees of
usability.
“Resurrecting Duckling” [11] is the initial attempt to address the device pairing problem in the presence of MiTM
attacks. It requires standardized physical interfaces and cables.
Though appropriate in the 90-s, this is clearly obsolete today,
due to the greatly increased diversity of devices. Requiring a
physical equipment (i.e., a cable) also defeats the purpose and
convenience of using wireless connections.
Another early method is “Talking to Strangers” [4], which
relies on infrared (IR) communication as the OOB channel
and requires almost no user involvement, except for initial
setup. Also, it has been experimented with (unlike many
other methods), as reported in [12]. However, this method is
deceptively simple since IR is line-of-sight and, setting it up
requires the user to ﬁnd IR ports on both devices – not a trivial
task for many users – and align them. Also, despite its line-ofsight property, IR is not completely immune to MiTM attacks.3
The main drawback is that IR has been largely displaced by
other wireless technologies (e.g., Bluetooth) and is available
on few modern devices.
We note that “Resurrecting Duckling” and “Talking to
Strangers” share an important advantage: they require no user
involvement beyond initiating the protocol.
Another early approach involves image comparison. It
encodes the OOB data into images and asks the user to
compare them on two devices. Prominent examples include
“Snowﬂake” [13], “Random Arts Visual Hash” [14] and “Colorful Flag” [15]. Such methods, however, require both devices
to have displays with sufﬁciently high resolution. Applicability
3 This can be conﬁrmed by anyone who has observed two children (each
armed with a TV remote) switching channels on, and competing for control
of, the same TV set.

is therefore limited to high-end devices, such as: laptops,
PDAs and certain cell phones. These methods are based on the
protocol proposed in [4] which was reviewed earlier. A more
practical approach, based on SAS protocols [8], [7], suitable
for simpler displays and LEDs has been investigated in [16].
More recent work [17] proposed the “Seeing-is-Believing”
(SiB) pairing method. In its simplest instantiation, SiB requires
a unidirectional visual OOB channels: one device encodes
OOB data into a two-dimensional barcode which it displays on
its screen and the other device “reads it” using a photo camera,
operated by the user. At a minimum, SiB requires one device
to have a camera and the other – a display. Thus, it is not
suitable for low-end devices.4 We use the SiB variant from
[9], [10] which only requires one device to have a camera.
A related approach, called “Blinking Lights” has been
explored in [9]. Like SiB, it uses the visual OOB channel and
requires one device to have a continuous visual receiver, e.g.,
a light detector or a video camera. The other device must have
at least one LED. The LED-equipped device transmits OOB
data via blinking while the other receives it by recording the
transmission and extracting information based on inter-blink
gaps. The receiver device indicates success/failure to the user
who, in turn, informs the other to accept or abort.
Quite recently, [18] developed a pairing method based
on synchronized audio-visual patterns. Proposed methods,
“Blink-Blink”, “Beep-Beep” and “Beep-Blink”, involve users
comparing very simple audiovisual patterns, e.g., in the form
of “beeping” and “blinking”, transmitted as simultaneous
streams, forming two synchronized channels. One advantage
of these methods is that they require devices to only have two
LEDs or a basic speaker.
Another recent method is “Loud-and-Clear” (L&C) [19]. It
uses the audio (acoustic) OOB channel along with vocalized
MadLib sentences which represent the digest of information
exchanged over the main wireless channel. There are two
L&C variants: “Display-Speaker” and “Speaker-Speaker”. In
the latter the user compares two vocalized sentences and in
the former – displayed sentence with its vocalized counterpart.
Minimal device requirements include a speaker (or audio-out
port) on one device and a speaker or a display on the other.
The user is required to compare the two respective (vocalized
and/or displayed) MadLib sentences and either accept or abort
the pairing based on the outcome of the comparison. As
described in [19], L&C is based on the protocol of [4]. In this
paper, to reduce the number of words in the MadLib sentences,
we use the L&C variant based on SAS protocols [8], [7].
Some follow-on work (HAPADEP [20], [21]) considered
pairing devices that – at least at pairing time – have no
common wireless channel. HAPADEP uses pure audio to
transmit cryptographic protocol messages and requires the
user to merely monitor device interaction for any extraneous
interference. It requires both devices to have speakers and
microphones. To appeal to more basic settings, we employ a
4 Albeit, the display requirement can be relaxed in case of a printer;
alternatively, a camera-equipped device can snap a photo of a barcode sticker
afﬁxed to the dumber device. This prompts different security risks.

HAPADEP variant that uses the wireless channel for cryptographic protocol messages and the audio as the OOB channel.
In it, only one device needs a speaker and the other –a
microphone. Also, the user is not involved in any comparisons.
An experimental investigation [22] presented the results
of a comparative usability study of simple pairing methods
for devices with displays capable of showing a few (4-8)
decimal digits. In the “Compare-and-Conﬁrm” approach, the
user simply compares two 4-, 6- or 8-digit numbers displayed
by devices. In the “Select-and-Conﬁrm” approach, one device
displays to the user a set of (4-, 6- or 8-digit) numbers, the
user selects the one that matches the number displayed by
the other device. In the “Copy-and-Conﬁrm” approach, the
user copies a number from one device to the other. The last
variant is “Choose-and-Enter” which asks the user to pick a
“random” 4-to-8-digit number and enter it into both devices.
All of these methods are undoubtedly simple, however, as [22]
indicates, Select-and-Conﬁrm and Copy-and-Conﬁrm are slow
and error-prone. Furthermore, “Choose-and-Enter” is insecure
since studies show that the quality of numbers (in terms of
randomness) picked by the average user is very low.
Yet another approach: “Button-Enabled Device Authentication (BEDA)” [3] suggests pairing devices with the help
of user button presses, thus utilizing the tactile OOB channel. This method has several variants: “LED-Button”, “BeepButton”, “Vibration-Button” and “Button-Button”. In the ﬁrst
two variants, based on the SAS protocol variant [9], the
sending device blinks its LED (or vibrates or beeps) and
the user presses a button on the receiving device. Each 3bit block of the SAS string is encoded as the delay between
consecutive blinks (or vibrations). As the sending device blinks
(or vibrates), the user presses the button on the other device
thereby transmitting the SAS from one device to another. In
the Button-Button variant, which can work with any PAKE
protocol (e.g., [23]) the user simultaneously presses buttons
on both devices and random user-controlled inter-button-press
delays are used as a means of establishing a common secret.
There are also other methods involving technologies that
are more exotic, i.e., relatively expensive and uncommon. We
brieﬂy summarize a few. [24] suggested using ultrasound as
the OOB channel. A related technique uses laser as the OOB
and requires each device to have a laser transceiver [25].
A very different OOB channel was considered in “SmartIts-Friends” [26]: a common movement pattern is used to
communicate a shared secret to both devices as they are
shaken together by the user. A similar approach is taken
in “Shake Well Before Use” [27]. Both techniques require
devices to be equipped with 2-axis accelerometers. Although
some recent mobile phones (e.g., iPhone) are equipped with
it, accelerometers are rare on other devices and physically
shaking/twirling is unsuitable for many sensitive as well as
stationary and large/bulky devices.
Summary of Methods: To summarize our discussion of existing methods, Figure 1 reﬂects and compares their prominent
features. It uses the following terminology:
• Sending Device / Receiving Device – applies to all

•
•
•
•
•

methods where the OOB channel is used in one direction.
Phase I: Setup – user actions to bootstrap the method.
Phase II: Exchange – user actions as part of the protocol.
Phase III: Outcome – user actions ﬁnalizing the method.
User-input – any single-bit input by user, e.g., button.
User-output – any single-bit user-perceivable output, e.g.,
beeper or LED.
III. S TUDY P RELIMINARIES

This section discusses selection criteria for tested methods
and devices and the architecture of our software platform.
A. What Methods To Test?
As follows from our overview above, there is a large body of
prior research on secure device pairing, comprised of a wide
range of methods. However, these methods either have not
been usability-tested or trial-deployed at all, or have been evaluated in a stand-alone fashion, i.e., have not been compared
with other methods. The latter category includes: Talkingto-Strangers (Network-in-a-Box) [12], Compare-and-Conﬁrm,
Copy-and-Conﬁrm and Choose-and-Enter [22], Blink-Blink
and Beep-Blink [18], as well as four variants of BEDA [3].
There are about twenty methods, counting variations, in
Figure 1. Common sense suggests that it is very difﬁcult, and
perhaps futile, to ﬁnd a stable set of average users and ask them
to test all methods, hoping that results will yield comparative
usability metrics. The main obstacle is user fatigue, since
twenty methods can not be tested in one sitting. Consequently,
we have to cull the number of methods down to a more
manageable number, eliminating those that are obsolete, exotic
or deprecated based on prior evaluations. We eliminated the
following methods from our study (the corresponding cells are
white in the ﬁrst column of Figure 1):
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Resurrecting-Duckling: obsolete due to cable requirement.
Talking-to-Strangers: obsolete since IR ports have become uncommon.
Copy-and-Conﬁrm: performed poorly in prior evaluations
due to high user error rate.
Choose-and-Enter: performed poorly in prior evaluations
due to low security.
Beep-Beep: performed poorly in prior evaluations due to
user annoyance and high error rate.
Beep-Button: since we tested Vibrate-Button and vibration is usually accompanied by buzzing noise, we elected
not to test Beep-Button.
Smart-its-Friends, Shake-Well-Before-Use as well as
Ultrasound- and Laser-based methods: require interfaces
uncommon on many different types of devices.

Remaining methods, corresponding to shaded cells in the ﬁrst
column of Figure 1, have been included in our study. Their
inclusion was primarily based upon applicability to a broad
and common set of devices.

B. What Devices to Use?
For the entire study, we used two Nokia cellphones models5 :
N73 and E61, as test devices. Both models have been released
two years ago (in 2006) and hence do not represent the cutting
edge. This was done on purpose in order to avoid devices with
exotic or expensive features as well as processors faster than
those commonly available at present.
Another reason for choosing these devices is the plethora of
common interfaces available on them. Recall that our goal is
to test many methods utilizing many different OOB channels,
including: audio, visual and tactile. For each of these channels,
some methods need user-input, user-output or both. The audio
channel can require: speaker, beeper or vibration (which
produces a buzzing sound as a side-effect). The visual channel
can require: LED, screen or camera viewﬁnder, whereas, the
tactile channel can require: vibration, button or keypad. Our
test devices have all these features which allows testing all
methods consistently. (Otherwise, changing devices across
methods would seriously undermine the credibility of results.)
Speciﬁcally, both N73 and E61 have the following features:
•
•
•

User-input: keypad (subsumes button), microphone, video
camera (subsumes photo)
User-output: vibration, speaker (subsumes beeper), color
screen (subsumes LED)
Wireless: Bluetooth, IR and, of course, GSM

In all tests, Bluetooth was used as the wireless (humanimperceptible) channel. We consider this choice to be natural
since Bluetooth is widely available and inexpensive. It also
allows positioning ﬂexibility within reasonable physical space
(unlike IR), i.e., 1 − 15 feet sufﬁces for most settings.
For methods that involve beeping, the phone speaker is
trivial to use as a beeper. Whenever a button is needed, one of
the keypad keys is easily conﬁgured for that purpose. An LED
is simulated with a small LED image glowing (alternating
between light and dark) on the phone screen.6
C. Implementation Details
In comparative usability studies, meaningful and fair results
can only be achieved if all methods are tested under similar
conditions and settings. In our case, the fair comparison
basis is formed by: (1) keeping the same test devices, (2)
employing consistent GUI design practices (e.g., safe defaults),
and (3) unifying targeted (theoretical) security level for all
methods. Our goal is to isolate – to the extent possible –
user interaction in different methods as the only independent
variable throughout all tests. Minimizing any experimenterintroduced, systematic and cognitive bias is also important.
We randomize test order, avoid close physical proximity and
interaction between the participant and the experimenter, and
automate timing and logging to minimize errors and biases.
5 For N73 specs, see: www.nokiausa.com/A4409012, and for E61 – europe.
nokia.com/A4142101.
6 Even though both tested phones have LEDs, there are unfortunately no
system calls to access them via Java MIDP.

Device/Equipment Requirements
Pairing Method

Sending Device

ReceivingDevice

User Actions
PhaseI: Setup

PhaseIII: Outcome

OOBChannels

Resurrecting Duckling

Hardware port(e.g.,USB)onandacable

Connect cabletodevices

NONE

NONE

Cable

Talking toStrangers

IRport onboth

Find,activate,align IRports

NONE

NONE

IR

VisualComparison:Image,
NumberorPhrase

Display+ userͲinputonboth

NONE

Seeing isBelieving(SiB)

Display+
userͲinput

Photo camera+
userͲoutput

NONE

BlinkingLights

LED+
userͲinput

UserͲoutput+
Lightdetectoror
videocamera

Loud &Clear
DisplayͲSpeaker
SpeakerͲSpeaker

UserͲinputonboth+
displayon one&speakeronother,or
speakeronboth

ButtonͲEnabled (BEDA)
VibrateͲButton
LEDͲButton
BeepͲButton

Userinput+
vibration
LED
beeper

ButtonͲEnabled (BEDA)
ButtonͲButton

Onebuttononboth+ userͲoutput onone

Useroutput+
One button+

Keypad+
userͲoutput

PhaseII:Exchange

Comparetwoimages,ortwo
numbers,ortwophrases

Abortoracceptonbothdevices

Visual

Aligncameraonreceiving device
withdisplayedbarcodeonsending
device, takepicture

Abort oracceptonsendingdevice
basedonreceivingdevicedecision

Visual

NONE

Initiate transmittalofOOBdataby
sendingdevice,aligncamera or
lightdetectoronreceivingdevice.

Abort oracceptonsendingdevice
basedonreceivingdevicedecision

Visual

NONE

Compare: twovocalizations, or
display withvocalization

Abortoracceptonbothdevices

Audio,or
audio+visual

For eachsignal(display,soundor
vibration)bysendingdevice,pressa
buttononreceivingdevice

Abort oracceptonsendingdevice
basedreceivingdevicedecision

Tactile
Visual+tactile
Audio+tactile

Simultaneouslypress andrelease
buttons onbothdevicesuntil
outputsignal

NONE
(unlesssynch. error)

Tactile

NONE

Entervaluedisplayedbysending
deviceintoreceivingdevice

Abortoraccept onsendingdevice
basedonreceivingdevicedecision

Visual

NONE
(unlesssynch.Error)

Tactile

Touchorhold bothdevices

Touch orholdbothdevices

Copy–andͲConfirm

Display+
userͲinput

ChooseͲandͲEnter

User inputonbothdevices

NONE

Select“random”valueandenterit
intoeachdevice

AudioPairing(HAPADEP)

Speaker+
userͲinput

NONE

Waitforsignalfromreceiving
device.

Audio/VisualSynch.
BeepͲBeep
BlinkͲBlink
BlinkͲBeep

UserͲinputonboth+
Beeper oneach
LEDoneach
Beeperonone&LEDonother

NONE

Monitorsynchronized:
beeping,or
blinking,or
beeping&blinking

SmartͲitsͲFriends,
ShakeͲWellͲBeforeͲUse

2Ͳaxisaccelerometersonboth+
userͲoutputonone

Hold bothdevices

Microphone+
userͲoutput

Fig. 1.

Shake/twirldevicestogether,until
outputsignal

Abort oracceptonsendingdevice

Abortonbothdevicesifno
synchrony
NONE
(unlesssynch.error)

Audio
Visual
 Audio
Audio+visual
Tactile +motion

Feature Summary of Notable Device Pairing Methods

Some of the tested methods already had prior working
prototype implementations. However, these were mostly developed by their authors who aimed to demonstrate implementation feasibility. Consequently, such prototypes are often:
incomplete, buggy and/or fragile as well as very dependent on
speciﬁc hardware/software platforms. It is nearly impossible
to provide a uniform testing environment using available prototypes. Modifying them or implementing each from scratch is
also not an option, due to the level of effort required. For standalone applications, implementing only the user interface is
usually enough for the purposes of usability testing. However,
distributed applications, such as secure device pairing, need
more than just user interface, since a realistic user experience
is unattainable without any connection between devices.
To achieve a uniﬁed software platform, our implementation
used the open-source comparative usability testing framework
developed by Kostiainen, et al. [28]. It provides basic communication primitives between devices as well as automated
logging and timing functionality. However, we still had to
implement separate user interfaces and simulated functionality
for all tested methods. We used JAVA-MIDP to implement
all methods and created several test-cases for ”no-attack”
and ”under-attack” scenarios. (The term attack is limited to
MiTM/Evil-Twin attacks in this context).
For all methods, we kept the SAS string (and secret OOB
string in Button-Button) length constant at 15 bits. In practice,

a 15-bit of SAS provides a reasonable level of security [6].
We also tried to keep all user interfaces similar, while applying
same design practices, i.e, safe-default selection prompts, clear
instructions, simple language, etc. All methods are precisely
timed from the start to the end of user interaction.
We believe that, in our implementation, user experience and
interaction model are very realistic. For most methods tested,
the only difference between our variant and a real method
is that we omitted the initial rounds of the underlying cryptographic protocol (e.g., SAS) that use the wireless channel, i.e.,
do not involve the user. Instead, our implementation supplies
devices with synthetic SAS strings to easily simulate normal
and MiTM attack scenarios. However, since messages over
the wireless channel are completely transparent to the user,
our simulation, from the user’s perspective closely resembles
the real-life version.
The only methods that have noticeable difference from realworld implementations are SiB and Blinking-Lights. Due to
the difﬁculty of implementing image and video processing
on mobile phones, we choose to simulate their operation.7
7 The current CMU implementation of SiB is supported on Nokia models
N70 [29] and 6620 [17] as receiving devices. The current Nokia implementation of Blinking-Lights is supported only on Nokia 6630 [30] as the
receiving device. Since we wanted to perform our tests on the same devices
throughout, neither implementation could be used. Moreover, porting existing
implementations onto our devices was not viable since characteristics of
cameras on these phones are quite different and each phone performs its
own set of adjustments to images and video, on the software level.

In particular, we saved the captured barcode image (in SiB)
and the recorded video of blinking screen (in Blinking-Lights)
on the test device and manually processed them later. From
the user’s perspective, the only difference is that s/he never
sees the pairing method (SiB or Blinking-Lights) fail even
though it could have happened in real life. For instance, in
SiB, even if the photo snapped by the user is of insufﬁcient
quality for successful real execution (e.g., it fails to capture the
entire barcode), the device still shows a “pairing successful”
message to the user, in our simulation. However, as mentioned
above, we later manually analyze images and videos and
determine those that would cause failed executions in a realworld setting. Also the execution times of these two methods
were disfavored by few seconds in our implementations since
a system security notiﬁcation was popping up each time the
camera was activated by a third party software.
IV. U SABILITY T ESTING D ETAILS
Having implemented all selected pairing methods on a
common platform, we are ready to start the usability study.
Our goal is to evaluate and compare the pairing methods with
respect to the following factors:
1) Efﬁciency: time it takes to complete each method
2) Robustness: how often each method leads to false positives (or rejection of a successful pairing instance)
and false negatives (or acceptance of a failed pairing
instance). Following the terminology introduced in [22],
we will refer to the errors in the former category as safe
errors and the latter as fatal errors.
3) Usability: how each method fares in terms of user burden
(i.e., ease-of-use perception) and personal preference.
The main challenge we face is the sheer number of methods
to be tested – 13. Plus, each method involved a few test-cases
of its own. This means that each participating user has to test
nearly 50 test-cases. Clearly, it is impossible for a user to
test (and for the test administrator to manage) all test-cases
in one sitting. Nor is this recommended since fatigue tends to
inﬂuence test results. To remedy the problem, we pursued the
study in three batches. Table I shows the methods tested in
each batch. The choice of methods in each batch was based
on our estimation (from prior published results) of the time
and tedium factor for a given method. Also, some methods
in the last batch were repeated, so that all methods could
be meaningfully compared (It was not assumed that users
remember methods tested in prior batches).
Batch I
Image Comparison
Number Comparison
Phrase Comparison
Blink-Blink
Beep-Blink

Batch II
Speaker-Speaker
Speaker-Display
Button-Button
LED-Button
Vibrate-Button

Batch III
SiB
Blinking Lights
HAPADEP variant
Number Comparison
Speaker-Display
Blink-Blink
Vibrate-Button

TABLE I
B REAKDOWN OF T ESTED PAIRING M ETHODS

A. Study Participants
We recruited 20 participants8 for our three-batch study
which lasted over one month. They were chosen on a ﬁrstcome ﬁrst-serve basis from respondents to recruiting posters
and emails. Prior to recruitment, each participant was briefed
on the estimated amount of time required to complete the tests
and on the importance of completing all three test batches.
Participants were mostly university students, both graduate
and undergraduate. This resulted in a fairly young, welleducated and technology-savvy9 group. As mentioned earlier, we claim that, if highly-motivated and technology-savvy
young people do not react well to a given method, the same
method will perform a lot worse with average users. On the
other hand, a method that fares well with our participants,
might not perform equally well with average users. Thus our
study represents only the ﬁrst step towards identifying methods
suitable for the broad cross-section of user population.
We prepared two questionnaires: background – to obtain
user demographics and post-test – for user feedback on
methods tested.
None of the study participants reported any physical impairments that could interfere with their ability to complete
given tasks. The gender split was: 70% male and 30% female.
(We attribute the uneven numbers to the nature of the test
location.) Gender and other information was collected through
background questionnaires completed prior to testing.
B. Test Cases
Based on the type of each tested method, we created several
test-cases simulating normal as well as abnormal scenarios.
For all methods involving manual comparison of OOB strings,
i.e, the ones involving number comparison, phrase comparison,
three L&C variants, Blink-Blink and Beep-Blink, we created
5 test-cases each; one where both OOB strings match and
four where they do not. The latter test-cases consisted of 3
pairs of OOB strings mismatched in ﬁrst, last, and middle
digit/word/pattern, and one pair of OOB strings mismatched
in random multiple (2 or 4) digits/words/patterns. In case
of Blink-Blink an additional test-case was generated to test
for the lack of synchrony between the two devices. This
was unlike Beep-Blink, where the devices were synchronized
manually by the users. For the method based on image
comparison, we created only two test-cases: one where the
two images match and the other where they do not. Mismatch
of a few bits in the OOB strings was not tested because in this
method the OOB strings are the result of a (visual) collisionresistant hash function and such a mismatch only occurs with
a negligible probability.
For BEDA LED-Button and Vibrate-Button, we created one
matching and one mismatched test-cases. This was done in
order to evaluate whether users can correctly transfer (1) the
OOB string from the sending device to the receiving device
8 It is well-known that a usability study performed by 20 participants
captures over 98% of usability related problems [31].
9 All participants were regular computer users with at least one wireless
personal device.

C. Testing Process
Our study was conducted in a variety of campus venues
including, but not limited to: student laboratories, cafés, student dorms/apartments, classrooms, ofﬁce spaces and outdoor
terraces. This was possible since the test devices were mobile,
test set-up was more-or-less automated and only a minimal
involvement from the test administrator was required.
After giving a brief overview of our study goals (prior to
the ﬁrst batch of study), we asked the participants to ﬁll out
the background questionnaire in order to collect demographic
information. In this questionnaire, we also asked the participants whether they suffer(ed) from any visual or hearing
impairments, or have any condition that may interfere with
their sensing of vibration, holding objects steady or their
reﬂexes. Next, the participants were given a brief introduction
to the cell-phone devices used in the tests.
Each participating user was then given the two devices
and asked to follow on-screen instructions shown during each
task to complete it. As already mentioned in Section III-C,
to reduce the learning effect on test results, the tasks were
always presented to the user in random order. User interactions
throughout the tests and timings were logged automatically
by the testing framework. After completing the tasks in each
batch of the tests, each user ﬁlled out a post-test questionnaire
form, where they provided their feedback on various methods
tested in that particular batch. The users were also given a
few minutes of free discussion time, where they explained to
the test administrator about their experience with the various
methods they tested.
D. Test Results
We collected data in two ways: (1) by timing and logging
user interaction, and (2) via questionnaires and free discussions.
10 Such attack scenarios appear more plausible in case of automated
audio rather than in visual channels, e.g, in a noisy environment. However,
simulating such attack scenarios and testing them in a meaningful and fair
manner for both channels seems hard.

For each method, completion times, errors and actions were
automatically logged by the software. All logged data is
summarized (rather densely) in Figure 3. However, for easier
comparison, timing information is graphed in Figure 2.
In the post-test questionnaire, we solicited user opinions
about all tested methods. Participants rated each method for
its ease-of-use: very easy, easy, hard or very hard. The easeof-use ratings are graphed in Figure 4. Participants were also
asked to order methods from most to least preferred, within
each category, as reﬂected in Figure 5 and discussed in Section
V-C below.
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and, (2) the result of pairing (a success or failure) from the
receiving device to the sending device. For the BEDA ButtonButton variant, we only had one test-case (which we repeated
twice) which followed the normal behavior until the pairing
was successful.
For the automated pairing methods, SiB, Blinking-Lights
and the HAPADEP variant, we created one test-case each
(and repeated it twice), where the receiving device always
receives the image, video or audio (respectively) captured
with the help of the user, and always accepts it as legitimate.
Our purpose was to mainly evaluate how much burden the
automated schemes impose on the user. In other words, we
simply wanted to test how easy or hard it would be for a user
to take a photo or record a video/audio from a sending device.
We did not consider scenarios where an MiTM attacker fools
the users into capturing the OOB messages from an attacking
device.10
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V. I NTERPRETING R ESULTS
In this section we attempt to interpret the results of our
study. We ﬁrst consider various mechanical data, i.e., time
to completion and error rates. We then analyze the perceived
ease-of-use statistics and user preference ratings.
A. Interpreting Time and Error Results
Our results reﬂected in Figure 3 and Figure 2 prompt a number
of observations.
Successful Execution: One way to interpret the results is by
looking at completion time under normal circumstances, i.e.,
when no errors occur (note that in most practical settings,
attacks or faults will not occur). Based on this performance
metrics, tested methods fall into two speed categories: fast
and slow. The fastest method is Visual Number Comparison
at 8.6 secs for a successful outcome – the most common
scenario for methods that report low error rates. It is closely
followed by the HAPADEP variant at 10.8 secs. Phrase and
Image Comparison methods are next, each requiring 12.7
secs. Finally, L&C Display-Speaker variant comes in at 15.5
secs. The slow category includes the rest, ranging from L&C
Speaker-Speaker variant (21.3 secs) to BEDA LED-Button
variant which takes at a whooping 49.5 secs.
Looking at error rates, most methods fare relatively well,
reporting either no errors or low rates of around 5%, which is
considered safe. (Note that such errors are unlikely to occur
in practice, under normal circumstances). However, as error
rates climb into 10% and above range, there might be reasons

Methodname
ImageComparison

Number
Comparison

PhraseComparison

BEDA
(LedͲButton)
BEDA
(VibrateͲButton)
Loud&Clear
(DisplayͲSpeaker)

Loud&Clear
(SpeakerͲSpeaker)

Specifictestcase
MatchingImages
MismatchedImages
MatchingNumbers
2ͲDigitMismatch
FirstDigitMismatch
LastDigitMismatch
MiddleDigitMismatch
MatchingPhrases
2ͲWordMismatch
FirstWordMismatch
LastWordMismatch
MiddleWordMismatch
AcceptSignal
RejectSignal
AcceptSignal
RejectSignal
MatchingPhrases
2ͲWordMismatch
FirstWordMismatch
LastWordMismatch
MiddleWordMismatch
MatchingPhrases
2ͲWordMismatch
W d Mi
h
FirstWordMismatch
LastWordMismatch
MiddleWordMismatch

Avg.completion Avg.fatal Avg.safe
time(seconds) errorrate errorrate
12.7(sd*=10.7)
N/A
15%
6.7(sd=3.8)
0%
N/A
8.6(sd=4.9)
N/A
0%
7.3(sd=4.5)
0%
N/A
4.5(sd=1.6)
10%
N/A
5.3(sd=2.6)
0%
N/A
7.1(sd=5.2)
5%
N/A
12.7(sd=8.0)
N/A
10%
6.7(sd=3.4)
5%
N/A
6.3(sd=3.4)
0%
N/A
9.4(sd=8.3)
0%
N/A
7.2(sd=4.4)
5%
N/A
49.5(sd=27.5)
N/A
0%
N/A
0%
N/A
44.3(sd=18.0)
N/A
0%
N/A
0%
N/A
15.5(sd=6.3)
N/A
0%
13.6(sd=7.0)
0%
N/A
11.7(sd=3.7)
5%
N/A
12.3(sd=5.5)
0%
N/A
11.6(sd=3.4)
0%
N/A
21.3(sd=6.8)
N/A
0%
18.5(sd=4.8)
18 5 ( d 4 8)
5%
N/A
18.6(sd=4.2)
10%
N/A
20.0(sd=9.3)
5%
N/A
23.8(sd=17.7)
0%
N/A

BlinkingLights

AcceptingRecevingDevice

SeeingIsBelieving

AcceptingRecevingDevice

26.9(sd=7.5)

N/A

5%

MatchingPatterns
FirstBitMismatch
LastBitMismatch
MiddleBitMismatch
4ͲBitMismatch
MatchingPatterns
4ͲBitMismatch
FirstBitMismatch
LastBitMismatch
SynchronyBitMismatch
MiddleBitMismatch

26.3(sd=5.3)
28.9(sd=14.0)
30.5(sd=27.7)
27.6(sd=13.5)
31.7(sd=17.4)
27.8(sd=10.3)
24.9(sd=5.1)
25.0(sd=5.1)
23.2(sd=3.3)
25.5(sd=8.0)
24.9(sd=5.3)

N/A
20%
0%
5%
0%
N/A
5%
30%
0%
5%
5%

5%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

AcceptingRecevingDevice

10.8(sd=2.6)

N/A

5%

31.9(sd=32.1)

N/A

N/A

Audio/Visual
(BeepͲBlink)

Audio/Visual
(BlinkͲBlink)

HAPADEPVariant

BEDA NormalProtocolBehaviour
(ButtonͲButton)
UntilPairingIsSuccessful
*EstimatedStandardDeviationfromthesample

Fig. 3.

28.8(sd=10.4)

N/A

0%

Summary of Logged Data

for concern. The highest error rates are reported by BlinkBlink (30%) and Beep-Blink (20%), although only for the
OOB strings mismatches in leading bits.11 Image Comparison
yields a 15% rate but for “false positive” errors which are
considered safe. Somewhat less error-prone are Visual Number
Comparison and L&C Speaker-Speaker, each with a 10%
rate. The BEDA variants LED-Button and Vibrate-Button are
completely error-free, which implies that users can accurately
transfer a one-bit result indicating success or failure, from one
device to the other. (This was a concern for Blinking-Lights
in [9].).
Fortunately, it seems that fastest methods are also relatively
error-free. Taking both speed and error-rate into account, the
overall best method is Visual Number Comparison, followed
by HAPADEP variant and L&C Display-Speaker. Although
11 Since ﬁrst bit mismatch occurs with a probability of 2k−1 for k-bit long
strings, one can instead use (k + 1)-bit strings to achieve the same level of
security.

Visual Phrase and Image Comparison methods are also in the
same speed category, there is little motivation for using them.
The reason is simple: since both devices must have displays
for comparing numbers, phrases or images, it makes more
sense to use Number Comparison (over Phrase and Image
counterparts) because phrases take more display space than
numbers and images require higher-resolution displays. Thus,
for pairing scenarios where both devices have displays, Number Comparison is a clear winner. Using similar reasoning,
HAPADEP variant appears to be the best choice for devices
without displays, but at least a microphone on one and a
speaker on the other. Whereas, for scenarios with a display
on one device and a speaker (and no display) on the other,
L&C Display-Speaker variant seems like the best choice.
Considering Errors: From a more conservative perspective,
i.e, considering possible attacks and faults, results can be
interpreted differently. In this case, we focus on completion
times over all normal and failed cases. Also, even low fatal
error rates might not be acceptable. Based on this criterion, if
both devices have good-quality displays Image Comparison is
best, since it exhibits no fatal errors, few safe errors and its
completion time is short. Even when safe errors occur, the only
drawback is user having to re-run the pairing method. The next
best is L&C Speaker-Display, which has a low fatal error rate,
no safe errors and short completion time. Phrase Comparison
and Numeric Comparison exhibit similar characteristics with
slightly higher fatal error rates.
For pairing scenarios where at least one device does not
have a display capable of rendering images, L&C SpeakerDisplay is the ﬁrst choice, followed by Phrase and Numeric
Comparison, respectively (for the same reasons cited above).
The HAPADEP variant performs well with only few safe
errors and short completion time. It thus seems to be an
appropriate solution in noise-free scenarios where one device
has a microphone and the other – a speaker.
For interface-constrained devices (e.g., pagers, headsets and
access points), BEDA Button-Button is the best choice (it is
fatal error-free), followed by Vibrate-Button and Led-Button.
These are trailed by Blink-Blink and Beep-Blink, both of
which have fatal and safe errors; albeit, they are faster than
all BEDA variants.
Based on relatively slow completion times for SiB and
Blinking Lights, the HAPADEP variant, which is faster, would
be preferred as long as the environment is not too noisy. If
one device has a camera – as required in SiB and Blinking
Lights – it is also very likely to have a microphone.12 Given
a choice between SiB and Blinking Lights, assuming that the
sending device has a decent display, the former is preferable
due to its speed. However, Blinking Lights is better-suited if
the sending device does not have a good quality display.
Overall, if security critical error avoidance has a higher
priority than time-to-completion, BEDA variants are the best
choice.
12 Except for some old digital photo cameras that lack video clip recording
ability; however, those also lack any means of wireless communication.

B. Interpreting Ease-of-Use
The graph in Figure 4 also leads us to certain more-orless obvious observations. Not surprisingly, image, number and
phrase comparisons were ranked as easiest methods. All three
are intuitive and perhaps even familiar to some users who have
performed Bluetooth device pairings in the past. Note that,
especially, number comparison is very close to the common
Bluetooth method used to pair cellphones and laptops. Also,
users might be familiar with images and pass-phrases used in
two-factor web authentication. Audio pairing (HAPADEP) was
probably ranked as nearly very easy (close to other comparison
methods) not due to user familiarity but rather because of low
level of user involvement.
Both SiB and L&C Speaker-Display were ranked as moderately easy, appreciably lower than the aforementioned easiest
four. The former is surprising since SiB requires very little
from the user in terms of memory or correlation – merely
aligning the camera and snapping a photo. Perhaps the novelty
of using a camera for security purposes had a somewhat
startling effect. It could also be due to us having tested a
simulation of SiB. In an actual SiB implementation, when the
camera-equipped device detects a barcode (displayed by the
sending device), it shows (on the viewﬁnder screen) a “yellow
rectangle” drawn across the barcode. This serves as the cue
for the user to capture the picture. We expect that a real SiB
implementation would be better in terms of user experience
than our mocked-up version.
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Participant Ease-of-Use Ratings

Beep-Blink, L&C Speaker-Speaker and BEDA ButtonButton methods are among the hardest to use. None of this
is surprising in light of result of Figure 3: Beep-Blink had
a 20% error rate, L&C Speaker-Speaker – 5-10%, whereas,
BEDA Button-Button had among the slowest completion times
in addition to being a rather unfamiliar technique – pressing
buttons in synchrony is not difﬁcult or challenging but it is
certainly new to users. None of the methods were rated as
very hard (notice the blank strip above and below the “Hard”
mark in Figure 4) but this may be because our young subjects
were loath to admit that something was really difﬁcult.
Some conclusions from our ease-of-use results are as fol-

lows:
• Number, Image and Phrase Comparison methods are uniformly preferred, and thus recommended for use, for scenarios
with two display-equipped devices. Of the three, Number
Comparison represents the lowest common denominator, as
it requires the least display quality.
• Audio pairing (HAPADEP) is the preferred choice whenever
at least one device lacks a display but one has a speaker, and
the other – a microphone, e.g., a Bluetooth headset and a
cellphone or a small display-less MP3 player and a laptop.
• Blink-Blink, L&C Speaker-Speaker, and BEDA ButtonButton are generally unsuitable for the average user due to
low ease-of-use ratings by our technology-aware participants.
However, we concede that there are scenarios where one of
these methods is the only choice. For example, if one of the
devices has no input means aside from a few buttons (e.g., a
garage opener or a car key-fob), Button-Button or Blink-Blink
might be the only viable pairing options.
• Every other method (SiB, L&C Display-Speaker, Blinking
Lights, Beep-Blink, Vibrate-Button and LED-Button) might
have a niche applications where it is either the best or the
only option. (We defer these issues to future work.)
C. Interpreting User Preferences
The 4-part graph in Figure 5 shows user preferences for
method groupings.
Group A: includes all comparison-based methods needing
displays on both devices. Although number comparison was
the fastest, image comparison is actually slightly preferable,
although both hover around 40%. Phrase comparison is trailing
by a wide margin at 20% and is clearly not well-liked.
Combining these results with time-to-completion, error rates,
and ease-of-use data, makes it clear that phrase comparison
should not be used at all. The choice between image and
number comparison should depend on the display quality.
Group B: includes BEDA variants suitable for scenarios
where at least one device is interface-challenged. It is not
surprising that Vibrate-Button is the preferred choice since it
involves less user burden: vibration is hard to ignore or miss,
and it is easier to coordinate vibration with button presses than
to press two buttons simultaneously or to react to a blinking
LED.
Group C: includes synchronized Beep-Blink and Blink-Blink
methods. This is similar to Group A since manual comparison
is required in both. However, Group C is geared for displayless devices with LEDs and/or beepers. Since these methods
are not fast, have relatively high error rates, and are considered
hard by users, we do not recommend them at this time.
Group D: includes automated methods that impose light
user burden: SiB, Blinking Lights and HAPADEP. The chart
shows that Blinking Lights is least preferred, probably due
to its longer time-to-completion (more than twice that of
HAPADEP) and more tedious operation (taking a video clip
is more involved than snapping one photo in SiB.) HAPADEP
exhibits slightly higher (5-6%) user preference over SiB, most
likely because of faster run-time.In summary, we do not

recommend Blinking Lights. Whereas, HAPADEP variant is
well-suited for most scenarios, except noisy environments and
whenever one device has neither a speaker nor a microphone
GroupA:DisplayComparison

GroupB:ButtonEnabledTransfer
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HAPADEP
Variant

Participant Preferences

VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We presented the ﬁrst experimental evaluation of prominent device pairing methods. Results show that some simple
methods (e.g., Visual Number and Image Comparison) are
quite attractive overall, being both fast and secure as well as
acceptable by users. They naturally appeal to settings where
devices have appropriate-quality displays. HAPADEP variant
seems to be preferable for more constrained devices: it is
fast, error-free and requires very little user intervention. LEDButton or Vibrate-Button are best-suited for devices lacking
screens, speakers and microphones.
We believe that this is an important and timely ﬁrst step
in exploring real-world usability of secure device pairing
methods. Items for future work include:
• Experiments with more diverse participant pools.
• Experiments involving different (more diverse) devices.
• Simulation and testing of attack scenarios for automated
methods (Group D of Section V-C).
• Gathering user input about perceived security of methods.
• Obtaining comprehensive user evaluation for each method.
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